Abstract: This paper investigates the effect of permutations on blocks of a prime reciprocal sequence on its randomness. A relationship between the number of permutations used and the improvement of performance is presented. This can be used as a method for increasing the cryptographic strength of pseudorandom sequences.
Introduction
Pseudorandom sequences that are algorithmically produced have limited cryptographic applications because the eavesdropper can readily generate them. The complexity of the generation process and the lack of correlation amongst the bits (or digits) of the sequence are important in determining the usefulness of a pseudorandom sequence. A quantum mechanical process can be used to generate a true random sequence but the problem with such an approach is that such sequences cannot be replicated. Classical random sequences also find use in quantum cryptography applications since the random base choices or rotations there, either in the BB84 protocol [1] or the three-stage protocol [2] - [4] , must be generated by an algorithmic process.
To develop a method of improving the quality of pseudorandom sequences, the question of a metric for the degree of randomness must be addressed. There are several ways the randomness of a binary sequence is defined statistically [5] and from a computational complexity point of view [6] . The problem of randomness is complicated by entanglement in quantum systems [7] , [8] and it shall not be considered here. One popular method of defining randomness of an nbit long sequence a(i) is given by the following formula
where c(k) is the autocorrelation function 1/ ∑ , where the sequence is represented in terms of +1s and -1s. . This is intuitively satisfactory since for a completely random binary sequence this randomness measure is equal to 1 and for a constant sequence the randomness measure is 0. For a maximul length shift-register sequence of period 2 k [9] , the randomness measure is 1-1/n. For good pseudo-random sequences, the randomness measure will be a number just less than 1.
Prime reciprocal sequences or d-sequences [10] - [14] have many applications andany pseudorandom sequence can be mapped to a suitable d-sequence. As seen in Figure 1 , the randomness measure gets closer to 1 as the period of the d-sequence increases which is perfectly consistent with the theorem that prime reciprocal sequences are normal sequences. This means that although the randomness measure of such sequences is high, it is not very useful in this context.
We suggest performing another transformation on the given sequence. In contrast to an earlier preliminary study [15] where groups of bits were mapped to a single bit based on plurality of 0s or 1s to improve autocorrelation properties, here we consider the effect of block permutations on autocorrelation. A number of different random permutations are applied to the blocks of the candidate pseudorandom sequence. We will show that doing so improves the autocorrelation performance considerably. The specific questions that are answered in this paper include a relationship between number of different permutations used and the improvement of performance.
Choosing Blocks for Permutations
A d-sequence can be divided into either even number of blocks or odd number of blocks. The performance of the permutation for the d-sequences does depend on whether the number of blocks is even or odd. For example, the d-sequence of the prime number 1277 can be divided into blocks in a variety of ways as 1276 has factors 2, 4, 11, and 29. Here we will consider the division of 1276 into 58 blocks of size 22 bits or 319 blocks of size 4 bits.
In the general case, the sequence S can be represented as the concatenation of blocks S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 … We represent an n-permutation by the operator P n = P 1 P 2 P 3 ... so that the permutations P 1 , P 2 , P 3, … are applied in sequence. For example, 3-permutation P 3 will work as follows:
In the first experiment, we consider the d-sequence of length 1276 which is divided into 58 blocks that is S 1 , S 2 , S 3 … S 58 . We generated a random permutation, P, of size 22. This permutation,P is applied on all the 58 blocks of the d-sequence. If the position of each digit is represented with the help of an alphabet as follows. Next, as a continuation of the first experiment on the d-sequence for even number of blocks, we generated two random permutations P 1 , P 2 of length 22 each. The permutation P 1 is applied on block1 and the permutation P 2 is applied on block2. Then the same two permutations P 1 and P 2 are applied on block3 and block4 respectively. This is repeated for all the 58 blocks of the dsequence. We conducted the experiment many times where the permutations P1 and P2 are different every time and plotted the average of the autocorrelation values in the graph shown in Figure 4 . Next we consider four random permutations P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 . We applied the permutations P1, P2, P3 and P4 on block1, block2, block3 and block4 of the d-sequence of period 1276. Then, we applied the same four permutations, P1, P2, P3 and P4 on block5, block6, block7 and block8 respectively and this process was repeated till the end of the 58 blocks. 1  55  109  163  217  271  325  379  433  487  541  595  649  703  757  811  865  919  973  1027  1081  1135  1189  1243 P 2 …P 58 on block1, block2…block58 respectively. We conducted the experiment many times where the permutations are different every time and plotted the average of the autocorrelation values in the graph shown in Figure 6 . The following table, Table 1 represents the maximum auto-correlation values of the d-sequence of the prime number, 1277. These are the results observed when the above experiments of different permutations are performed on the d-sequence of 1277 which is divided into 58 blocks of size 22 digits each. Table 2 represents the maximum auto-correlation values of the d-sequence of the prime number 1277 for odd number of blocks that is 319 blocks of size 4 digits each. Table 2 Absolute maximum of the autocorrelation values of the d-sequence of 1277 which is divided into 319 blocks of size 4 digits each that is odd number of blocks
The striking difference between the two Tables if for the value at 1-permutation where for obvious reasons it makes for no improvement if the number of blocks is even. Also if the size of the blocks is small, the reduction in the value of the off-peak autocorrelation is small.
Improvement Factor
The Improvement Factor in the off-peak autocorrelation function of any d-sequence may be measured by the following formula.
Improvement Factor, I = 1/maximum ( |c(k| ), k ≠ 0
We considered the improvement factor as a measure of randomness in our experiments. Figure 9 shows the improvement factor of the d-sequence of 1787 where it is divided into even number of blocks that is 94 blocks of size 19 digits each. Figure 10 shows the improvement factor of the d-sequence of 1787 where it is divided into odd number of blocks that is 47 blocks of size 38 binary digits each. From all the above experiments it is found that the randomness of a d-sequence increases by applying permutations on its blocks. Similar results are obtained for a random sequence that is generated on a Windows PC. The above graphs show that the improvement factor is quite impressive if the block size is not too small. Several statistical tests of randomness [5] were performed on the sequences and the results were supportive of the conclusion that the sequences are cryptographically strong.
Conclusion
We show that permutations on blocks of random sequences improve their randomness. The improvement presented in the graphs is typical of the performance of d-sequences. The specific conclusion is that two or three permutations on blocks that are not too small suffice to improve the autocorrelation function of the sequence.
